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Sasha Linker

From: Brelin Marshall <marshall@netfile.com>
Sent: Friday, October 14, 2022 4:15 PM
To: CommAsst
Subject: NetFile comments on the proposed amendment to Regulation 18410
Attachments: Comments for 18410 amendment.pdf

EXTERNAL EMAIL 

Good day, 
 
Please see the attached.  If there are any questions for NetFile from the Commission or Commissioners about these 
comments I would be happy to address those or pass them along to others at NetFile to answer. 
 
Thank you for your time.   
 
Sincerely, Brelin 
 
Brelin Marshall 
Direct Phone: (916) 751‐9133 
Phone: (209) 742‐4100 
Fax: (209) 391‐2200 
Direct e‐mail: marshall@netfile.com 
www.netfile.com 

 



 
The proposed amendments to existing Regulation 18410 that would add a requirement that all 

qualified committees disclose on Form 410 the names of at least three persons to authorized to obtain 
the financial records of the committee from the financial institute where the bank account is maintained 
would require a changes to the .CAL to support this requirement and would be based on these fields 
found in the CVR2 record of the current CAL e-filing specification: 
 

 
 

1) There would need to be a new version number for the .CAL specification (“2.5” perhaps) to let 
systems know the .CAL file should be evaluated differently than a current version 2.01 
document 

2) There would need to be new supported option for fields #4 and #9 to add a “Bank Records” 
officer type (“BNK”) 

3) The DISCLOSE service at SOS would need to allow the pass-through of the new version and new 
officer codes  

4) The Cal-Online application would need to allow adding new officers of the BNK type  
5) The Cal-Print subsystem would need to ignore the new officer type, so the publicly-viewable 

PDF’s wouldn’t have to be redacted 
6) The daily data export of e-filing data that includes the CVR2 record output for Form 410 would 

need to intentionally omit officer records of the new “BNK” type  
 

 
 



NetFile recommends the FPPC/SOS update the .CAL specification to match the description above 
(add a new lookup code to the CVR2 record) which can be automatically redacted from any printed 
representation of the 410 as needed and the .CAL specification should be updated. 

 
Additionally, NetFile recommends that a solution to use text attachments to the e-file would not be 

desirable since automatic redaction would be prone to errors and the fact that text attachments are 
used for other information.   
 

Lastly, local filing jurisdictions post courtesy copies of e-filed Form 410 originals and amendments 
for the benefit of their community, because of this any suggestion or recommended course of action by 
SOS for amended 410’s that will be presumably e-filed to CAL-ACCESS should also be automatically 
redactable by local agencies. 
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